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Introduction 
Howdy! And welcome the 2021 Breeders’ Cup Compendium, a collection of 

information designed to fast track your awareness of the various facets 

required for a successful Breeders’ Cup wagering expedition. 

For only the second time, the other being just four years ago in 2017, BC 

XXXVIII (38 for the non-Romans) is back to where the turf meets the surf, Del 

Mar in beautiful San Diego, California. The weather is warm, and the turf track 

is tIgHt! 

This guide has lots of information for each race, as follows: 

✓ Race trends 

✓ Trends grid showing how contenders match up 

✓ Run style analysis / projected pace maps 

✓ Key Trials links to race videos on the breederscup.com website 

It is, of course, up to you, the reader, how you use the info.  

However you decide to use this report, please bet responsibly (duh!) and remember that a little 

knowledge is a dangerous thing, especially in pursuit of a late night weekend winner. ;-) 

All that said, I hope the information within these covers provides for profit as well as fun.  

Right, let’s get to it! 

Matt Bisogno  
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Notes 
Some shorthand has been used in the grids within this document, as follows: 

*= a Racing Post Rating, rather than a Beyer speed figure (US rating). The comparison, which is 

not exact, is that RPR is roughly 12-15 points higher than Beyer 

s= ran within four lengths of the leader  

t= turf run / d= dirt run 

2 or 3 in ‘G1 winner? Column’ = 2nd or 3rd in a Grade/Group 1 

‘Bullet’ workouts are the fastest timed workouts of the day at a specific track/distance  

SoCal: Southern California / RW: Road Warrior (has travelled a lot) / Ky: Kentucky /  

NY: New York / Fl: Florida / Mw: Midwest / Can: Canada / UK: UK / Ire: Ireland / Fr: France 

Ran sharp = A reference to finishing 1st, 2nd or 3rd, or within 4 lengths of the winner, used in the 

BC bible, Crushing the Cup 

Figs = figures, i.e. Beyer or RPR 

Lasix = a permissible drug in USA that helps prevent horses from bleeding, banned in UK 

LTO = Last Time Out 

Wire = a confirmed front runner / Stalk = a prominent racer / Rally = a closer, or late runner, 

normally held up in the early part of the race  

Also Eligible / AE: In preference order, only get a run if others in the main order do not.  

Run Style:  

LR = Last Run, 2LR = 2nd Last Run, 3LR = 3rd Last Run, 4LR = 4th Last Run 

Scores: 4 – LED or less than ½ length from lead; 3 – ½ L to 1 ½ L; 2 – 1 ¾ L – 3 ¼ L; 1 – 3 ½ L+ 
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About Del Mar 

The Del Mar track is a little different to most and being aware of its nuances may be 

valuable to even casual players. Below are some points to note regarding both the one 

mile outer dirt (main) track and the seven furlong inner turf course. 

 

 

Dirt (Main) Track 

The main track is comprised of El Segundo sand, the same as at Santa Anita, but different 

from everywhere else in North America. 

The Del Mar dirt track has the shortest home straight in Breeders' Cup history at just 919 

feet (1.4 furlongs). The home turn is commensurately longer than at neighbouring Santa 

Anita, which has a tighter home turn and a slightly longer straight. 

"Beaten at Belmont" may prove to be an interesting angle: five horses that were in 

contention but faded late on that massive New York track won at Del Mar’s 2017 

Breeders’ Cup.  

They were Battle Of Midway, Caledonia Road, World Approval (turf), Stormy Liberal 

(turf), and Good Magic. All ran well in defeat at Belmont before BC glory, with the 

possible exception of Stormy Liberal, who did flatten out but was beaten far enough. 

Inner Turf Track 

The inner turf track has a VERY short straight (818 feet, 1.24 furlongs). Despite that, 

closers often have the best of it, so checking your sectionals may be helpful. 

The Filly & Mare Turf was run over 9f at the previous Del Mar Breeders’ Cup but will be 

at a more conventional 1m3f this year, starting just before the bend out of the back 

straight: that beginning can compromise both very low and very high draws. The Del 

Mar Handicap, run over the same trip, might be worth scouting on youtube (winner this 

year, Astronaut). 

The Turf Sprint and Juvenile Turf Sprint will both be run over 5f this year, rather than their 

usual 5½ furlongs.  
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FRIDAY 

9.50 pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf Sprint (5f, Turf) 

Key Trends (4 renewals to date) 

A newish race, which was run for the first time on the undercard in 2017, and now has full 

Breeders’ Cup status. Trends are virtually non-existent, so caution is strongly advised. 

✓ 2017 (undercard) at Del Mar: Euro 1234 

✓ 2018 US 123 (1st/2nd from wire) 

✓ 2019 US 1234 (1st/2nd from wire), 2020 US 12 Euro 34 (1st from wire) 

✓ Wes Ward form in full BC editions: 200 in 2018; 149 in 2019; 1500 in 2020 

✓ Wes full form in full BC editions: 200-149-1500 

✓ First 2 winners unbeaten (1 & 2 prior starts), 2020 winner won LTO/form 221 

✓ All 3 winners led all the way 

✓ 18 winner won Listed LTO; 19 winner won G3 LTO; 20 winner won Listed LTO 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

A full field of twelve rapid two-year-olds, with bundles of speed. All of Twilight Gleaming, 

Vertiginous, Averly Jane and One Timer have led in at least their last two races, while Run Curtis 

Run and Time To Party have led in two of their last three.  

Last time at Del Mar, the Euro closers came over the top; since then the USA speed has held up, 

the horse on the lead at the first turn staying there. Who knows which way it will go this time? 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Twilight Gleaming, Averly Jane 

Juvenile Turf Sprint Form 

Twilight Jet is the most experienced, with ten runs (two wins) to his name. His two wins 

were both at this five furlong range, but both on straight tracks and both with some juice 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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in the ground. His peak RPR’s, achieved the last twice, bring him in to it in comparison 

with the pick of the Euro’s. 

Kaufymaker easily won a 4 ½f maiden in the spring before not getting home in the 

Coventry over Ascot’s stiff six furlongs. Was most recently 3L second to Averly Jane in a 

Listed race over 5 ½f. Wesley Ward has won the last two BC Juvenile Turf Sprints.   

Go Bears Go drops back to five having beaten all bar Perfect Power (in the G2 Norfolk) 

in two starts at the trip. Won the G2 Railway (6f) and was only beaten a length in the G1 

Middle Park (6f) two back. Very likely failed to stay when whacked in the G1 Dewhurst 

(7f) last time. Interesting if handling the bend. 

Vertiginous has led in three of her most recent four starts, but her form is only fair in this 

company. The best draw of the possible speed horses, though whether she has the same 

kind of early dash as the US juveniles remains to be seen. 

Hierarchy’s four races have all been at six furlongs, this drop looking appropriate after 

weakening late the last twice. He’s twice raced around a bend, at Wolverhampton and 

Kempton, and could finish well through tiring horses. 

Twilight Gleaming was all out to win a Listed race at Deauville last time (5f, soft) after 

beating 19 of 20 rivals in the Queen Mary at Royal Ascot (5F, good to firm). She won her 

maiden around the Belmont turn over this trip and has trained up to the race since early 

August. Wesley Ward has won the last two BC Juvenile Turf Sprints.  

Armor has raced only on straight tracks in his six career starts. Most recently, he was 

staying on over six in the G1 Middle Park at Newmarket; beaten just under a length in 

third, that is very good form though it doesn’t obviously map to the requirements of this 

test. The rest of his form is five pounds-plus shy of that fine effort. 

Averly Jane is unbeaten in four, only the most recent of which was on turf. She has 

blistering gate speed and, even from stall eight, looks the likeliest leader to me. 

Thereafter she’s won across both dirt and turf in a canter. This is much deeper but she fits 

the profile best on that Indian Summer score last time. 

One Timer is also unbeaten, in three, and also only has a solitary last time turf victory to 

his name. Led in both synthetic starts and was within a head of the lead in that lawn score 

last time. There, he won the duel before the home stretch and foiled the late bid of Time 

To Party. Could go forward from that first run off a layoff, but will need to. The draw 

presents a further challenge if he doesn’t break smartly. 

Time To Party won his maiden over course and distance and had the worst of the draw 

when closing behind One Timer most recently. Again has a negative draw, in ten, and 

times don’t give him much hope. Trainer Peter Miller has been the West Coast Breeders’ 

Cup sprint king, however. 

Derrynane was unhurried early before making her bid in the straight and going clear (5f 

Listed, Woodbine). Time was good there and wide draw mitigated by patient run style. 

Front end speed has been the order of the Juvenile Turf Sprint so far, however. 
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Run Curtis Run was beaten on his only turf start (tried to make all from stall 1 over 6f, 

caught close home). This shorter trip may suit better but stall 12 is tricky to say the least 

and looks up against it.  
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Juvenile Turf Sprint Form Contenders 

A difficult race in many ways, though perhaps Averly Jane just wins. That’s a fairly likely 

outcome given her speed at the start and ability to ration energy throughout the race. 

She’s drawn wider than ideal and with other speed inside and directly outside. 

Twilight Gleaming, her stablemate, is an obvious alternative, and I feel Go Bears Go 

might be over-priced at around 25/1. 

10.30pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies (1m½f, Dirt)  

Key Trends (37 renewals to date) 

✓ >> Good race for an upset when trials were slow… 

✓ 16 of the last 19 had 3-5 career starts (exceptions, 2 starts, ’07, ’17 & '19) 

✓ Last 19, career runs: 2-3/3-7/4-6/5+-3 

✓ Layoff: 32/37 were running within 30 days (‘16 winner 35 days off); (34/37 5 weeks off or less) 

✓ 30/37 (81%) had a Grade 1, 2 or 3 win, from c.60% of the runners. 3/7 non-qualifiers placed in 

Frizette (incl. ’17 winner) 

✓ 21/26 improved Beyer when racing 7f+ for 1st time (excludes pre-Beyer BC's and winners 

with no 7f+ form) 

✓ 90+ Beyer = very strong, 80+ 1 or 2 starts = strong 

✓ 34/37 were top 4 or less than 4L behind the winner last time out 

✓ Favourite is 18/37 (49%) 

✓ "Look beyond the obvious when trials were slow", favour lightly raced improver 

✓ 22/37 (59%) had NOT won at the distance 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

A smallish field and a single obvious pace angle in favourite, Echo Zulu. If she gets a free 

ticket on the front end, she’ll be tough to pass in the lane. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Juju’s Map, Echo Zulu 

Juvenile Fillies Form 

Echo Zulu went to the lead and dominated her field, including Sequist (miles back, 

rallied well for 3rd) and Tarabi (2nd, no excuses) in the G1 Spinaway (7f). Even more 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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dominant last time in the G1 Frizette, where she was again very fast through the opening 

quarter and finished strongly. She’s run three speed figures bigger than any single 

figure of her rivals. 

Hidden Connection bolted up in the G3 Pocahontas (1m ½f). Rousted to sit on the girths 

of the leader through very steady early fractions, she finished really well and was way 

better than this field. 

Juju’s Map cantered home in her maiden on second start before prevailing comfortably 

in the G1 Alcibiades (1m ½f). There she tracked the lead from stall one before taking it 

up around halfway and easing clear in the lane. Sequist was 16 lengths (!) back at the 

second call and then went very, very wide into the straight yet still finished 4L 3rd. Less 

traffic here but she needs to avoid getting tailed off. 

Desert Dawn was midfield early in the G2 Chandelier (1m ½f, Santa Anita) before 

finishing with a little bit for a six-length third.  

Juvenile Fillies Form Contenders 

Echo Zulu looks a very smart filly and a cut above these on what we’ve seen so far. She 

likely leads and wins. Juju’s Map and Hidden Connection are expected to stalk Echo 

Zulu, the former proven off faster fractions and therefore slightly more playable for 

exacta purposes.  

Although I don’t expect it to happen this year, the Juvenile Fillies has thrown some bomb 

results. If another got entangled with EZ in a speed duel (unlikely), Sequist is probably 

better than she’s shown so far. She gets (very) far back in her races but has really good 

second half stamina. She might scupper the top of the market trifecta. 
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11.10pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (13 renewals to date) 
✓ 8/11 US winners ran in Miss Grillo or Natalma, ’17/'20 winners exited Jessamine, '19 winner 

minor Stakes 

✓ US 11 Euro 2 (both Euro in the two non-Lasix years) 

✓ 12/13 finished top 3 or within 1.5L of the winner last time out (exception ran in Miss Grillo) 

✓ 12/13 won at 1m+ (exception, Flotilla, 1.5L behind in Arc weekend G1) 

✓ 13/13 finished top 3, or within 1.5L of the winner, in a Stakes race 

✓ Frontrunners 3, Prominent 6, Late runners 4 

✓ Layoff: 3wks-2 / 4wks-3 / 5wks-5 / 6wks-1 / 7wks-2 (Euro 4-5wks) 

✓ Prior Runs: US winners 2-7; 3-2; 4-1; 5-0; 6-1 / Euro winners 4-1; 5-1 

✓ 80+ Beyer – 8/11 recorded 81+ (2 others had only 2 starts) / Euro RPR's 114, 106 

✓ 2 Euro winners ran in G1 races LTO (1st, 1.5L 4th) - Euro^ = G1 LTO 

✓ Chad Brown has trained 5 JFT winners (4 in California) , incl. 5 of the last 7 

✓ 4 of Chad's 5 won the Ms Grillo  

✓ All US exacta: 5/13 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace:  

Despite the full field of 14 expected, there is a notable absence of early pace. Turnerloose led last 

time but was collared (perhaps on the worst of the track), having run prominently previously; Sail 

By and the stretching-out-in-trip Koala Princess have each led once in their career to date… and 

that is that in terms of front-running form. That said, Bubble Rock has been running quick early 

fractions over six furlongs and may go forward to allow stablemate Turnerloose to track. 

All of which means things could get messy with plenty of fillies looking for room on the home turn 

and into the straight. A very hard race to fathom, and luck looks likely to be a key component of 

the 2021 JFT winner’s story. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Pizza Bianca, Consumer Spending 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Juvenile Fillies Turf Form 

Pizza Bianca had a perfect trip in fifth in the key prep Natalma until getting caught in 

traffic off the home turn and into the stretch. She wouldn’t have beaten Wild Beauty, but 

she’d have been closer than two lengths second. 

Cairo Memories won the Listed Surfer Girl (1m, Santa Anita), a trial yet to make any 

impact on the JFT roll of honour. She had the perfect trip, stalking from fourth and was 

comfortably the best. Helen’s Well made steady late gains for a contested second place. 

Cachet led while Mise En Scene was held up last in the G1 Fillies’ Mile, yet only a nose 

separated them at the line. Wild Beauty, the Natalma winner and absent here, was a 

further neck back having raced completely differently here. 

Previously, Cachet was a no excuses second to Hello You in the G2 Rockfel (7f), also on 

Newmarket’s straight track. Hello You was earlier a troubled 4th in the Prestige (G3, 7f) 

at Goodwood, where Mise En Scene won. 

Consumer Spending finished well on debut to be second to a well touted stablemate. 

Bolted up from a Stakes horse to break her maiden before winning the Listed Selima (1m 

½f, Laurel Park). There she got bumped from the gate, sat seven lengths off the lead at 

the second call, but surged clear to win eased down by daylight at the finish. Trained by 

Chad Brown, five time JFT-winning trainer. 

Sail By won a falsely run Ms Grillo (G2, 1m ½f), sitting in 2nd behind a longshot leader 

and getting first run on smarter rivals.  She was one from three prior to that success, 

which looked fortunate. 

Koala Princess enjoyed a charmed rail trip in a 6 ½f stakes race getting up in the last 

furlong to win snugly. Has to prove her stamina for another 330 yards (though arguably 

bred for it) and unlikely to get this clean a passage again.  

Haughty has ‘won’ two maidens, having been disqualified and placed third on the first 

occasion. The time figures were similar for the two runs, the second of which saw her 

stalk in second and then go clear. Trained by Chad Brown, five time JFT-winning trainer. 

Malavath has raced four times, all at six furlongs. She was beaten in the first two, on 

quick turf before winning twice on soft. There is some stamina on the dam’s side and she 

obviously has tactical speed but this will be a very different test. 

California Angel beat Turnerloose (3rd) in the G2 Jessamine (1m ½f) to remain 

unbeaten on turf (two starts, beaten in a 6f dirt race in between). In the Jessamine, she 

was nearly 10L back at the first call but ran the final 550 yards in 29.77 to just prevail. This 

slightly shorter trip and projected steadier pace may play against her.  

Turnerloose had already won a maiden and a valuable stakes race before trying to 

make all here. She was untidy at the first turn, going wide, and may have been running 

on the worst of the turf in the straight; but still, she was beaten at 4/5 in the Jess. Her 

handler, Brad Cox, trained last year’s winner, Aunt Pearl, who came from the Jessamine. 
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Cox also runs Bubble Rock, winner of the G3 Matron (6f) last time. That was a sprint run 

in fast fractions early, and she’s bred to stay this trip (and more). Hard to weigh her up, 

like the whole race! 

Juvenile Fillies Turf Form Contenders 

This is one of the hardest races to decode that I’ve EVER looked at! It is, literally, 

impossible to predict how the pace will set up, which fillies will get luck in running, and 

which can improve enough to be competitive.  

I’ve backed a few ante post – Turnerloose, Consumer Spending and Pizza Bianca – and 

that will do me. They could easily be the first three home, or the last three! If pressed, I’d 

nominate Consumer Spending, who was impressive from an unpromising situation last 

time. 

Of the Euro’s, Mise En Scene has not been blessed by the draw gods but has a really 

solid turn of pace in a race that could well be tactical. 

But not for nothing is it 7/1 the field as I write! 
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11.50pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile (1m ½f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (37 renewals so far) 

✓ 35/37 ran 123 or within 4L of the winner last time out  

✓ Look for solid workouts, especially off a longer (35+ day) layoff 

✓ 19 of the last 28 winners posted a new Beyer top LTO  

✓ 18 of last 25 winners improved their Beyer racing at 7f+ for the first time 

✓ Uncoupled entries won in 2010, 2013 and 2015 

✓ Prior runs of US winners since 2000: 2-6 (incl 4 in last 8 years)/ 3-5 / 4-6 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

A brace of two-for-two speedballs in Corniche and Pinehurst might go toe to toe for early 

primacy. That, in all likelihood, will make this a true test though it also doesn’t preclude one or 

other of them gutsing it out to the finish; their wide draws are unhelpful, however.  

Jasper Great, whose race I cannot find anywhere, was apparently close to the pace so he may 

figure early from a kind draw. Favoured Jack Christopher is expected to stalk the trailblazers, as 

also might fancied Commandperformance. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Jack Christopher, Commandperformance 

Juvenile Form 

Jack Christopher was unhurried in third in the G1 Champagne (1m), made a move at the 

start of the home turn and drew clear; Commandperformance was given plenty to do, 

closing right to the line without ever threatening the winner. 

Jasper Great won his maiden (1m1f) by ten lengths. Not seen it but apparently showed 

speed and cleared away. 

Corniche went wire to wire from his inside draw in the G1 American Pharoah (1m ½f). 

He’d posted a much bigger time figure for his maiden win over 5 ½f. Pappacap was 

posted a little wide into the first turn, tracked the pace but flattened in the straight, 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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hanging on for 2nd. Oviatt Class was 11L back at the second call but rallied well to get to 

within four lengths of Corniche: he ran the final 2 ½f section over a second faster than the 

winner and more than two seconds faster than all bar the first two home. 

 Pappacap won the G2 Best Pal (6f, Del Mar) but was beaten twice in G1 company over 

further since. 

Oviatt Class won his maiden here over 110 yards shorter, beating Barossa into 3rd. More 

than 7L off the lead at the first and second calls, he won going away by better than four: 

he again completed the final quarter over a second faster than any of his rivals. 

Double Thunder was 2nd in a messy renewal of the G1 Breeders’ Futurity (1m ½f, 

Keeneland) behind the late Juvenile withdrawal, Rattle N Roll. Waited with in traffic early, 

he came wide into the straight on a closer-favouring setup. American Sanctuary was 

further back, having saved ground when making his run. Neither looks good enough 

after five career starts apiece. 

Giant Game hassled the leader before taking command in final half furlong to break his 

maiden. This is a huge leap in class and the time was relatively pedestrian. 

Barossa took three tries to break his maiden, recording a decent time on that third spin 

after pestering the leader throughout. That was Santa Anita having lost twice at Del Mar. 

Pinehurst broke reasonably well and led all the way in the 7f G1 Del Mar Futurity. The 

time was unspectacular, and an outsider ran 2nd and has been beaten since, making the 

form suspect. Jockey Mike Smith rides Corniche this time, deserting this unbeaten-in-two 

contender. Bred to get the extra distance but best speed figure was at 5f. 

Tough To Tame improved for the step up to a mile half a furlong when a neck second in 

the G3 Iroquois at Churchill under Sophie Doyle, James’s sister, and an excellent rider in 

her own right. Wrapped up behind four duelling leaders, TTT was asked for maximum in 

the straight and was a closing neck second in a fair time. Has a lot more to do, especially 

from the wide draw. 

Juvenile Form Contenders: 

The betting suggests this is a two horse race between the bookending runners from the 

stalls. On the inside, the east coast if you will, is Jack Christopher, Chad Brown’s 

impressive Champagne Stakes winner from Belmont Park; on the outside, the west coast, 

is Corniche, Bob Baffert’s impressive American Pharoah winner from Santa Anita.  

And that’s how the race sets up: east coast versus west coast. Jack doesn’t need to lead 

but is drawn to race handily; Corniche has so far gunned for the front. Stall 12 doesn’t 

especially support that aspiration, particularly with other presumed pace – and further 

possible pace – inside.  

Here’s how I see this: rapid early with stablemates Pinehurst and Corniche unable to do 

anything except vie for the lead. Jasper Great, from a good draw in 2, might also attempt 

to make the corner in front. 
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Jack Christopher ought to get close to a perfect trip, assuming he’s not caught on heels, 

and there is a very good chance he demonstrates he’s the best horse in the field. 

But, and this might end up being folly – especially if the track plays toward early speed – 

I want to back two closers without the favourite, mainly because I don’t think Corniche is 

good enough. The two I like in that context are Commandperformance and, especially, 

Oviatt Class. 

The former ran a closing second to Jack in the Champagne, the best form line in the mix, 

so why can’t he ‘win’ without Jack? The latter finishes his races so well and this looks a 

race made for a finisher – in my head at least! He’s a bit slow on the figures, but a pace 

meltdown won’t produce a big number: he’s a grinder not a speed merchant. If it 

degenerates into a grind, he’s our man. Can also potentially be played in extra place 

markets. 

It’s possible I have Corniche wrong – I’ve been wrong before you know (*cough*) – but 

from stall twelve and at around 3/1, he looks one of the better lays of the weekend. 
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12.30am GMT: Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (14 renewals to date) 

✓ Euro 8 US 6 (Euro 1st Del Mar 2017, always handy from post 1) 

✓ 2-6 runs (13/14 had 2 to 5 runs - Prior Starts: 2-2/3-3/4-6/5-2/6-1) 

✓ 5/6 US won at 1m+, only 3/8 Euro won at 1m (incl ’17 & '18 winners, however) 

✓ 1st-3rd Fav Only 7 from 42 (14 renewals) - 50% winners outside top 3 in betting 

✓ 14/14 Top 3 LTO or within 2L of winner (ran sharp) 

✓ 0 Front Runner winners (8 CLOSERS, 6 PROMINENT)  

✓ 6 of the 8 Euro winners plus Hootenanny recorded RPR of 110+; '16 winner 108 LTO, 

'18 winner 105 LTO 

✓ 8/8 Euro winners placed in G1/2 LTO, or won lesser stakes; 3 of last 5 Euro winners 

placed in Dewhurst LTO ('18 winner won G3 LTO) 

✓ 6/6 US winners had won a Stakes and were placed 123 in all Stakes runs 

✓ Euro winners 20-42 days absent (5/8 20 or 21 days); US 20, 34, 34, 35, 49, 68 days 

absent 

✓ Pilgrim Stakes considered a key prep: got 1st win in ’16, 2nd win in '19, 3rd win in '20 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

The expectation is that the Juvenile Turf will be run at no more than an even tempo: there 

are no out and out need-the-lead types but the field is peppered with occasional leaders. 

Albahr was held up last time but had led or been prominent in three spins previously; 

Glounthaune will be looking to break APOB’s slow starter Breeders’ Cup curse (and has 

credentials to do so on form), and a clean break might thrust Coinage into the early 

sizzle, too. Dubawi Legend, in spite of the widest draw, is another who can be handy 

early. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Trends Contenders:  

Modern Games, Dubawi Legend 

Juvenile Turf Form 

Modern Games led in the G3 Tattersalls Stakes (7f, Newmarket) before quickening 

away impressively. Highly progressive in five starts to date and more to come. All wins 

on straight track and at 7f. 

Albahr was slowly away in the G1 Summer (Woodbine, 1m), made steady progress 

throughout and cruised away to score easily. Grafton Street – midfield, closed but no 

threat – ran second. 

Earlier, tracked leader (fast early) and stayed on best in Listed Stonehenge (Salisbury, 

1m). 

Dakota Gold is unbeaten in two and was impressive when settling off quick early pace 

before coming three wide into the home straight and waltzing away from his field (8½L 

back to the 3rd horse, reopposing Coinage (taken off heels early, short of room in back 

straight, no extra late). 

By 2015 Juvenile Turf winner Hit It A Bomb, Tiz The Bomb is unbeaten in three turf races, 

most recently in the G2 Bourbon (broke well from wide draw, tracked pace, got best run 

in straight) beating fast finishing Stolen Base (8L back at 2nd call, finished best) and 

Credibility (short of room multiple times, unlucky not to be closer – may have won with 

a clear passage). Time moderate, form probably not strong enough. 

Slipstream was taken off his feet early in 6f turf G3 but railed well and finished best to 

score snugly. Previously, over 7f, he’d broken his maiden when sharing the lead before 

scorching clear in the final furlong. Step up to a mile looks a positive on visuals and 

breeding (by More Than Ready out of a Stormy Atlantic mare, though is apparently 

related to a US turf sprinter). 

Mackinnon was even more impressive than the visual in the Listed Zuma Beach having 

nearly been brought down on heels at the start of the back stretch; still won going away, 

albeit in moderate company relative to this. Previously, over this course and distance, 

he’d won in similar fashion off quicker fractions. West Coast juvenile turf form is not often 

strong, however. He’s clear pick from that cohort. 

Great Max has been beaten in four races straight since debut, most recently when never 

a factor in the G1 National Stakes at the Curragh. Hard to fancy. 

Glounthaune is two from three, the defeat coming in the G1 Dewhurst. Last time, he won 

the 7f G3 Killavullan in a mass bunch finish (seven horses separated by a length and a 

tail). Improvement likely off just three starts to date but doesn’t look close to the pick of 

the Euro challenge. 

Portfolio Company was a game head runner up in a great scrap with the absent 

Annapolis (scratched earlier in the week) in the G2 Pilgrim (1m ½f). He led there and did 

not concede defeat willingly; the time was strong. 
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Previously, in the G3 With Anticipation, a funereal opening three-quarters meant a 

spring finish in which pace setting Coinage got first run on Portfolio Company, who 

pulled hard throughout and is value for a little more than the verdict suggests. 

Grafton Street won his maiden last time on third start, having been second in the G1 

Summer previously. Times for his three spins have been uncompetitive in this context. 

Dubawi Legend ran an excellent race to finish closest to champion two-year-old elect 

Native Trail in the Dewhurst (Newmarket, 7f, G1). He made much of the running there but 

may struggle to get a prominent and/or ground-saving trip from stall 14. 

First reserve Ready To Purrform is two-from-two most recently when coming from last 

to first to score comfortably in a Listed race at Maryland (1m ½f). Would not be 

completely out of it, given almost certain improvement, if getting a run.  

Juvenile Turf Form Contenders 

As ever, this is about weighing about the continental form lines; and about the inter-

continental ones, too. In other words, it ain’t easy! 

Dubawi Legend is best of the Europeans on that Dewhurst run, but he has no back up to 

support such a high level and has a terrible draw. That’s enough to put me off though I 

very much respect that last day effort. 

Much better drawn if going forward from it is Modern Games, whose recent G3 win was 

lesser form but visually impressive, and represented further progression. A rail trip 

looks probable, which might require gaps to appear at the right times: that’s a comment 

which applies to many in this. 

Albahr just keeps winning – what’s not to like? – but probably hasn’t got the scope of 

some of the field. He’s not for me, though he wouldn’t be a shock winner. 

Dakota Gold is an attractive each way price with UK bookmakers: his ungraded score 

last time knocked the eye out and he has a good draw and tactical versatility; ditto 

Slipstream who might not be quite good enough but is completely unexposed at the trip 

and may improve for it. 

But the one who is priced wrong the most with UK books is Portfolio Company. Sure, 

he’s been beaten in his last two starts but there are excuses: last time he just gave best to 

a horse that would have been close to favourite locally (Annapolis), and before that he 

tugged his chance away off an extremely slow gallop. This will be quicker and, yes, 

tougher, but he’s no 14/1 shot in my opinion. 

LOTS with chances.  
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SATURDAY 

7.05pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Sprint (7f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (14 renewals so far) 

✓ Winner's age: 64454455445333 

✓ 3yo's 3 from 39 to date; '18 winner 3yo, 20/1; '19 1st/2nd only two 3yo's in the field 

✓ 3yo's won 0 of first 11, and now won last 3! 

✓ 13/14 finished in the top 3, or within 3L of the winner, last time (not ’17 winner) 

✓ 11/14 won at 7f; 5/14 2+ wins at 7f 

✓ 11/14 won or were 2nd in a G1 ('17 winner 2nd 7f G1 2 yrs ago, '18 winner 1st G2 LTO, only 7f 

start) 

✓ TCA at Keeneland is a key prep (albeit over 6f) – 

✓ PID Masters also key race – no longer being run? 

✓ Surface switch (synth or turf to dirt) : 7/14 winners; '18 winner 1stx2 on synths prior to final 

prep on dirt 

✓ Fav 5/14, 2nd fav 2/14, 3rd fav 0/14. 7/14 4th or lower in the betting 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Gamine will lead almost certainly, for all that Bella Sofia typically also goes forward. 

Edgeway is the only other who can run sub-22 for the first quarter, and could be the 

spoiler: she led last time but generally tracks the pace.  

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Gamine, Bella Sofia 

Filly & Mare Sprint Form 

Gamine is a pure speedball, leading habitually and winning as often: she has led in nine 

of ten races, and won nine of ten races! She is four from four at 7f including when setting 

blistering fractions in the FM Sprint last year. Has won two G1’s this term without 

reaching the speed figure heights of 2020 yet. 

Bella Sofia remains progressive after just five career starts, including in the 7f G1 Test. 

There she tracked the pace before surging clear a furlong out and winning by daylight. 

Since then she’s backed that up with another triple-digit Beyer number when making all 

in a short field G2 at Belmont (6½f ). 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Ce Ce was midfield before making a three wide move in the G1 Ballerina (7f, Saratoga) 

but was no match for Gamine, who broke smartly, faced mild pressure for the lead but 

turned that away and finished best. 

Since then Ce Ce outclassed inferior rivals in G3 Chillingworth (Santa Anita, 6½f): waited 

three lengths of duelling leaders, cantered by in the lane to win easily. 

Edgeway fought for the lead with one other in the G3 Rancho Bernardo (Del Mar, 6½f) 

before taking control at the top of the straight. Was always doing enough to repel the late 

gains made by waited-with Proud Emma. 

Previously, at Los Alamitos (6½f G2), Edgeway had tried to usurp Gamine for early 

primacy: she got close through a white hot opening quarter of 21.61 but curled up in the 

stretch as a result, Gamine going away to score by ten (Edgeway beaten 11¼L in fourth).  

Proud Emma has been beaten in all four 2021 starts and has a stone and more to find on 

ratings. It will be a huge shock if she figures.  

Filly & Mare Sprint Form Contenders 

A few late non-runners have made this a very small field, in which Gamine towers over 

her rivals. She’s the reigning champ, has only been beaten once from ten starts – when 

trying to make all off rapid fractions in the Kentucky Oaks – and is a very fast filly at both 

ends of a race. 

She could face pace contention from Edgeway, though after what happened at Los Al that 

seems folly for that one’s connections; or perhaps from Bella Sofia, the progressive 

three-year-old, but I don’t think she’s quick enough from a draw outside of Gamine. 

If the favourite breaks as she has always done, she will be very hard to beat. Bella Sofia 

looks by far the most likely to chase her home in what feels like a very top of the market 

affair.  
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7.40pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Turf Sprint (5f, Turf) 

Key Trends (13 renewals so far) 

✓ 9/13 were distance winners (material when run at 5 1/2f, not relevant in 2021) 

✓ Age 3-1; 4-5; 5-3; 6-3; 8-1 (all largely in line with representation) 

✓ 11/13 winners were top 3 or within 3L of the winner last time out (not ’17 winner) 

✓ 11/13 had 99+ Beyer or 115+ RPR; 13/13 96+ Beyer or 115+ RPR 

✓ 12/13 had 4+ starts in year 

✓ 12/13 had a 28+ day layoff  

✓ 13/13 placed in Graded Stakes (9/13 WON Graded Stakes) 

✓ Europeans 1 from 12 so far (Glass Slippers in 2020) 

✓ Favourite is 4/13 

✓ Peter Miller won the three renewals between 2017 and 2019 (including 2x exacta!) 

✓ Y/N - Previous runs, not what is declared for BC 

✓ CT - Class turnback, as deployed by Bobby's Kitten 2014all  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Not as stacked with early as is often the case, there are still a few expected to bolt from 

the traps. Golden Pal is prime suspect in that context, having led in all seven career 

starts. But the unbeaten in 2021 Lieutenant Dan is another who wants to get on with it, as 

typically is Charmaine’s Mia. If first reserve Bombard draws into the race he, too, will bid 

for the lead. This will be a fun watch! 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Emaraaty Ana, A Case Of You, Extravagant Kid 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Turf Sprint Form 

Glass Slippers is the defending champion and has encouraged a slew of other European 

runners to chance their arms. She was drawn poorly in the G1 Prix de l’Abbaye last time 

and ran a good race in 3rd, albeit beaten far enough. The winner was A Case Of You, 

better drawn there. Both closed from midfield and are unlikely to be involved in the 

early pace here. 

Emaraaty Ana won the G1 Haydock Sprint Cup last time (6f, good to firm) where he 

chased leaders and led before the furlong pole. Was 2nd in the G1 Nunthorpe previously 

over 5f (York, good to firm) but does have to show he can hold his speed around a bend 

(was 3rd over 6f at Chester on only turning try).  

Golden Pal was quick to the lead, looked briefly in trouble at the top of the lane before 

finishing clear best (G2 Woodford, Keeneland, 5½f , good). Extravagant Kid got 

closest, but was beaten 2L and looked one paced. Was previously a well beaten 7th in the 

Nunthorpe – led early, joined 2f out, beaten 1½f  out, eased off. Led all the way when 

winning the BC Juvenile Turf Sprint last year.  

Lieutenant Dan is two from two over course and distance and won the Eddie D last time, 

a key prep. Travelled well in 3rd, eased to the front at the top of the stretch and held 

closing rival. Previously, in the G3 Green Flash over course and distance, he led early, 

fended off a rival at halfway, was awkward into the lane but pulled away when 

straightened up. He’s a big horse for this sharp oval. 

Arrest Me Red made all in the G3 Belmont Turf Spring (6f, firm) and had previously 

tracked the speed before going on in the final furlong over 5½f in an ungraded stakes at 

Saratoga. Has never gone a flat five before. 

A Case Of You won the Abbaye, and before that ran 2nd in the G1 Flying Five (held up, 

made smooth headway before all out drive, second best in three way finish). Won a 

conditions race over 6f (Dundalk) around a turn. Might get too far back. 

Charmaine’s Mia won 1m G2 earlier in the season when making all. More recently, 

she’s come up considerably short in three tries at G1/G2 company. Doesn’t look good 

enough. 

Caravel is an out and out sprinter. She’s five from six at 5f or 5½f, all in lesser grade, and 

the one defeat came in her only try at a Graded 5f sprint. Did make most before tiring 

into a 1½L 3rd in 6f G1 at Woodbine but looks to have plenty on. 

Kimari was 2nd in the 2019 Queen Mary, 4th in the 2019 BC Juvenile Turf Sprint, and 2nd in 

the Commonwealth Cup last year. Not raced since winning the G1 Madison (7f, dirt) so 

this is an odd spot off the protracted layoff. Capable closer at short trips. 

Gear Jockey won the Kentucky Downs Turf Sprint (G3, 6f, firm) last time, tracking in 

second and much the best. Looks to have tactical speed and has won at 5½f though this 

will be first attempt at the minimum. Contender. 

Fast Boat ran midfield before quickening well to lead close home in the 5½f G3 Troy; 

Gear Jockey, held up, closed late into never nearer 3rd.  
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Extravagant Kid ran 2nd in the Woodford and had earlier won the Al Quoz Sprint in 

Dubai and run third in the G1 King’s Stand at Royal Ascot. A likeable eight-year-old but 

stall 12 makes life very difficult indeed. 

Turf Sprint Form Contenders 

This looks a cracking race and, while I’m against the favourite, Golden Pal, on price 

grounds, it remains quite difficult to be confident about an alternative. 

Lieutenant Dan has plenty in his favour: unbeaten in three 5f sprints this year, including 

twice over track and trip, he has a touch of tactical tractability (easy for me to say!). He is 

also a double digit price. 

Emaraaty Ana has top class UK form and, if handling the turn, can challenge late. 

Likewise, though to a lesser degree in my view, A Case Of You and Glass Slippers. 

Gear Jockey is also a square price with British bookmakers and might offer a run for 

money though stall ten is wide enough. 

It’s a very open affair and I’ve chanced Lieutenant Dan each way. 
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8.19pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile (1m, Dirt) 

Key Trends (14 renewals to date) 

✓ 11/14 ran in a Grade 1 or 2 last time out (but NOT '19 or '20 winners) 

✓ All 14 notched at least one 100+ Beyer in their last two races 

✓ 9/14 had 5+ runs in the year, 8/14 had 6+ runs in year 

✓ # of runs from 2012: 5-8-4-3-3-9-4-7-2 (tendency to less, '20 winner lightest raced in 

the season ever) 

✓ Seasonal run breakdown: 2-1/3-2/4-2/5-1/6-2/7-1/8-2/9-2/10-1 

✓ Layoff: 11/14 27-42 days ('18 winner 70 days, '19 winner 20 days) 

✓ 8/14 'turned back' in distance (2/4 exceptions were Goldencents)  

✓ Top 3 favourites: Fav 3/14; 2nd fav 3/14; 3rd fav 1/14 [7/14 outside top 3 in betting] 

✓ Age 3-4/4-8/5-1/6-1 = 12/14 aged 3 or 4yo  

✓ 13/14 had won a Graded Stakes in career 

✓ 9/14 had won at a mile (not '20 winner) 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

The short favourite, Life Is Good, has led in all five career starts to date and is unlikely to 

relinquish that record without a skirmish. The good news for jolly backers is that, with the 

possible exception of Japanese raider, Pingxiang, the remainder are likely to gift him the 

courtesy of first run. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Silver State 

Dirt Mile Form 

Silver State was seven lengths last at the first call, closed well off even fractions and 

seemingly put the race to bed, only to lug in, have his course corrected and get chinned 

on the line in the G2 Parx Dirt Millions. Won the G1 Met Mile in June, racing midfield 

before closing to the lead in the straight. 

Pingxiang is an unknown (to me, at least). Won his last two, at 7f, and showed pace to 

lead. Could try to go forward from a good draw. Never run this far. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Ginobili won the G2 Pat O’Brien (7f, Del Mar) last time: stalked in second, took the lead 

before home turn, quickened clear, in command. Eight Rings tracked in 3rd that day but 

found little in the straight, finishing more than 3L 4th. Previously, Ginobili tracked the 

pace from a wide draw, went on before the home turn and cruised 10L clear of his 

allowance field (course and distance). Apart from one try at a mile more than a year 

prior, these were his only two races beyond 6½f: he’s improved out of all recognition. 

Japanese raider Jasper Prince ran in the BC Sprint last year, leading early before fading 

to last. He doesn’t look a contender at the finish but he might be at the start, especially as 

he’s drawn inside the perennially fast-starting favourite.  

Life Is Good went to the lead and stayed there, extending away from a short field in the 

G2 Kelso (Belmont, 1m). Before that, he was touched off in a great battle with Sprint 

favourite Jackie’s Warrior; and prior to that, Life Is Good won his other three races 

including a G3 and a G2 without seeing another rival. 

Restrainedvengeance has switched from turf to dirt in his last two starts, a well beaten 

4th in G2 company and then a nose score in an ungraded stakes over 1m1f at 

Albuquerque. He’d have been a comfortable winner at a mile that day. Needs to find a 

good amount more on recent form but does have a touch of back class. 

Snapper Sinclair has been running, and winning, on turf so this switch to dirt is 

interesting. Terrible win record on fast dirt of 2/17 doesn’t really fit at this rarefied level. 

Eight Rings was a Grade 1-winning two-year-old before flopping in the BC Juvenile last 

year. Ran a close second in the G1 Bing Crosby (6f, Del Mar) in the summer – tracked 

leaders, driving four horse finish. More than three lengths behind Ginobili in the 7f Pat 

O’Brien since when he made all in allowance grade. 

Dirt Mile Form Contenders 

On the face of it, this is all about Life Is Good. A front-running win machine he could 

simply blow this field away. But… horseracing is rarely as straightforward as that, and 

here he is likely to face pace contention from Pingxiang on his inside and perhaps Eight 

Rings on his outside. 

Pingxiang is unlikely to be a threat to win but he could mess the jolly about. If he does, 

Ginobili will have first crack at the softened up superstar and the last challenge will 

come from Silver State. 

Much depends on how the track is riding: my suspicion is it will play to front end speed, 

helping those fast from the gate and hindering the closers; but we won’t know until the 

first of the races have transpired. 

Life Is Good probably wins, but Silver State is virtually certain to get the strong pace he 

loves to close into. I’m inclined to take a small bet on Silver State without the favourite at 

anything better than 7/4 or so. Should be a good race to watch. 
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8.59pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf (1m3f, Turf) 

Key Trends (22 renewals to date) 

✓ US/import 12 Europe 10 

✓ 8/8 US winners 1st/2nd LTO; 3/4 ex-Euro imports 1st LTO; 1/10 Euro 1st LTO! 

✓ Layoff: US/import 10/12 35 days or less; '18 winner off 84 days (Chad)); Euro, 

anything goes! 

✓ Age: 3-6 (all Euro, including 16, 17 & 19 winners); 4-10; 5-4; 6 or more-1 

✓ Since 2007, Euro 3yo: 4, US: 8, Euro 4yo+: 2 

✓ 20/22 - 4-7 runs this season (other 2 had 3 starts) 

✓ 9 of 12 US winners had a race at Keeneland that season 

✓ Since 2012, Chad Brown 4 Europe 5 (all 11/1 or shorter, 2nd with the fav in 2020 from 

4 starters) 

✓ Del Mar start makes life potentially tricky for very low and high stalls  

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Love is a pace player, and there aren’t many others! Going To Vegas led last time, 

something no other runner bar Love did; and no filly or mare in the field led in their 

penultimate or antepenultimate (that’s third last to you and me) races. This looks messy: 

potentially steady early and riders scuffling for a racing line from three furlongs out. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Going To Vegas, Pocket Square 

Filly & Mare Turf Form 

Going To Vegas made all in the G1 Rodeo Drive (1m2f Santa Anita, firm), set steady 

tempo, quickened clear, held on; Dogtag tracked leader in 3rd, was a little tight for room 

in the straight but failed to close materially (2L 3rd). 

Previously, Going To Vegas sat second before taking the lead on the home turn and 

stretching away in the G2 JC Mabee (1m1f, Del Mar, firm); Dogtag was waited with, 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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made big move five wide in the turn, but was outkicked by the winner. Last November, 

Going To Vegas was 2nd over course and distance (G3, firm), tracking the pace, 

quickening to lead but giving best close home. She has improved since but has stamina 

to prove. 

Pocket Square, formerly trained by Roger Charlton, won the G3 Athenia (1m1f, Belmont, 

firm) last time. Patiently ridden off steady fractions, she eased to the front on the home 

turn and scored unchallenged. Her only run beyond 9f was when well beaten in last 

year’s Musidora. 

Acanella was held up last in the G1 Matron (1m) where the first three home were all front 

rank; got checked in the straight and would have been closer with a clear run. 

Previously, Acanella won the G3 Snow Fairy (1m1f, Curragh, good): slowly away, made 

progress three wide into 5th, kicked just outside the furlong, held on well. First run 

beyond 1m1f. 

Rougir was held up from wide draw, closed relentlessly down the outside, just got up in 

the G1 Prix de l’Opera (1m2f, heavy); Audarya tracked leader, got first run in the 

straight, flattened out into 1½L 4th. Rougir has not encountered ground this fast before 

and was beaten both starts on good. 

Queen Supreme has good winning form in South Africa at up to 1m1f but was out of the 

frame on both starts beyond that range. Looks out of her depth. 

Love contested the lead in the G2 Blandford (1m2f, good), went clear a furlong out but 

was caught on the line. Previously she was close up in the G1 Juddmonte (1m 2½f) but 

faded to a 6L 3rd, and ran a fair race when 3½L 3rd in the King George (Ascot, good to 

firm, 1m4f). Has class and stays well. 

War Like Goddess is six from seven lifetime. Won G1 Flower Bowl (1m3f, Saratoga, 

firm): midfield, eased to the lead, sprinted away; My Sister Nat 3L 3rd: held up last, 

quickened into straight, no chance with winner. Previously, won G2 Glens Falls (1m4f, 

Saratoga, firm): held up last, big move on home turn and surged past field to win easily 

going away. My Sister Nat clear second best: midfield, good run in straight, no match 

for winner. 

Loves Only You, from Japan, finished best, failed to reel in leader, in the G2 Sapporo 

Kinen (1m2f, firm); before that, tracked leaders, kicked in the straight to win the G1 QEII 

(Sha Tin, 1m2f, good). Was 3rd in Dubai Sheema Classic (1m4f, good – rear of midfield, 

closed between horses, led 1f out, outlasted), half a length behind Mishriff, so she has top 

drawer credentials. 

Ocean Road represents Hugo Palmer, but she’s only won a novice stakes and couldn’t 

win in Listed company last time. Looks out of her depth on known form. 

Prior to the aforementioned Opera 4th, Audarya was a nose 2nd in the G1 Prix Jean 

Romanet (1m2f, good to soft). There she travelled midfield, hit the front 300m out, was 

engaged in a duel from a furlong out which she lost on the bob. Has never gone this far. 
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Filly & Mare Turf Form Contenders 
This is a really difficult puzzle with some easy solutions and some more cryptic ones, all 

of which may be wide of the mark! One easy solution is the east coast heroine, War Like 

Goddess, stalks and pounces. If, as seems likely, this is steadily run, she produced a 

35.16 second final three furlongs last time in a slow tempo G1 at this trip. That burst of 

speed could be enough. 

But how good is she? We don’t really know because the rest of the American fillies and 

mares are fairly nondescript. And she is up against genuine European and Japanese G1 

rivals. 

Love is a class horse but her crown has slipped a little this season. She’d be very far from 

a shock winner but I don’t want to bet her at 4/1. The Japanese mare, Loves Only You, is 

tough and genuine but she seems to have shown her best when the early go has been 

more honest than it might be here. 

Audarya has a terrible draw in the widest stall, has yet to go this far (mitigated perhaps 

by a presumed slow pace), and should have won two back but didn’t. There’s little doubt 

this was the plan, but nobody at Team Fanshawe will have been excited by the car park 

stall. 

Rougir has class but she too is going further and on quicker ground than she’s faced 

before. She might overcome both of those unknowns but they’re only reasonably 

factored into her price. 

It’s not impossible to make an each way case for Going To Vegas, who might well lead 

from trap one – if not, she’ll be very handy – and will thus avoid the expected 

scrimmaging behind; but I don’t see her being good enough to repel those luckiest in 

the run. 

Likewise, Acanella is not impossible and might offer some value on the US tote board for 

a place/show wager. 

After all that, I’m having a small win bet on War Like Goddess to back up her visual 

impression style with some global form substance. 
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9.38pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Sprint (6f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (37 renewals to date) 
✓ 2007-2019, the BC Sprint winners came into the race with a combined 80/150 lifetime win 

record (53%) 

✓ Whitmore in 2020 was 14/37 lifetime (38%) 

✓ Last 29 winners had at least 50% 1-2 strike rate at 6f 

✓ 35/37 won a G1-3 that season 

✓ 1+ 6f wins AND ran sharp 7f last 12 months a solid recent angle 

✓ 22 of the last 28 had 2+ 6f wins that season 

✓ 13 of the last 23 winners were 50%+ lifetime winners  

✓ 12 of last 17 winners had 5 or fewer seasonal starts ('19 & '20 winners 6 starts) 

✓ 20 of last 27 winners showed a bullet workout 

✓ 28 of last 29 winners notched at least 103 Beyer in same season 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Hot favourite Jackie’s Warrior usually leads, is the fastest of these early, and has a great draw. 

Inside him is Following Sea, who can also be fast – though not as fast – in the first quarter. There is 

some pace wider, too, including Matera Sky who was second at the first call in the race last year, 

but it will be a shock if JW isn’t in front at the first turn granted a clean break.  

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Dr. Schivel 

Sprint Form 

Following Sea, a three-year-old son of BC Sprint winner Runhappy, won his maiden at 

the trip, making all, and followed up in similar fashion on his only subsequent 6f try, in 

the G2 Vosburgh. Firenze Fire tried to contest early but took back, finished a moderate 

2nd.  

Jackie’s Warrior has won four of his last five, three G2’s and a G1, leading in four of that 

quintet. Not only is he rapid at the start (though not a bullet from the gate, rather more 

like Usain Bolt hitting and then maintaining top stride after a furlong or so), he is also 

tenacious at the finish, as he showed when repelling strong Dirt Mile favourite Life Is 

Good in the H Allen Jerkens. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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CZ Rocket was second in last year’s BC Sprint but went into that unbeaten in five. This 

time he’s been beaten in his last four, twice by Dr. Schivel, and looks vulnerable. Last 

time, in the G2 Santa Anita Sprint Championships, Dr. S made most and won easily while 

CZ Rocket was customarily waited with but had too much to do. 

However, three back, over the BC Sprint course and distance, both Dr. Schivel and CZ 

Rocket were held up off a searing early pace; Dr. S made his move first and got to the 

front, the Rocket chased too late, his fast finish a neck shy of victory.  

Matera Sky pinged the lids in this race last year but faded to be well beaten by the end. 

Little in his form profile since suggests he has the CV for this gig, though he did almost 

last home in the Saudi Sprint in February. 

Special Reserve, made all, just repelled Aloha West, held up 6½L back, by an 

evaporating neck in the G2 Ogden Phoenix (6f, Keeneland). Aloha West was graduating 

from allowance contests and is a lightly raced and tactically versatile four-year-old who 

will probably be played late. 

Firenze Fire has been beaten at the past four Breeders’ Cups, including the last two BC 

Sprints. Nevertheless, he’s been a fantastic servant to connections, amassing most of 

three million dollars in prize money. Prior to being no match for Following Sea, he’d run 

within a head of Yaupon in the G1 Forego at Saratoga, always within a half length of the 

lead. (The main feature of that race was FF trying to bite the face of Yaupon in the final 

furlong – might have won otherwise!) His best form is when on or close to the front but 

he’s probably no longer fast enough for that to happen here. 

Lexitonian’s run in the Forego was a chuck out: he stumbled badly at the start, was 

rushed into contention, went wide into the home turn and was eased off. Prior to that he’d 

beaten Special Reserve in the G1 Alfred G Vanderbilt: broke fast from stall 1, led, 

duelled with Special Reserve in the straight and just prevailed (as a 33/1 shot). He 

doesn’t have another piece of form, from 20 lifetime starts, to back that effort up, 

however. 

Special Reserve’s 2021 form is 1121121, a run which coincides with a trainer switch to 

Michael Maker. He’s been on or close to the lead in spite of occasional wide draws in the 

most recent sextet and looks a distance specialist (111121 for current trainer at 6f). 

Dr. Schivel has won his last five, twice in G1 company and twice by just a neck. Is 

versatile in terms of run style and notched a career top rating last time. 

Sprint Form Contenders 

It is hard to oppose Jackie’s Warrior, who has been dominant in the division and may 

lord it once more. Hard but not impossible given his price is close to ‘levels’, even if that 

is justified: it’s not the wrong price, it just doesn’t offer any value. 

It’s easy to argue an each way case for Dr. Schivel who has been very strong and is 

three out of three at the track; and Aloha West is also progressive and might have been 

unbeaten in three with another five yards of runway. 
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If this was very fast, and it might be if either or both of Dr. Schivel and Following Sea 

(or even Matera Sky) engage Jackie’s Warrior, Peter Miller’s CZ Rocket comes into 

calculations. Miller won five Breeders’ Cup sprint races between 2017 and 2019, as well 

as CZ Rocket running second in 2020. 

I expect Jackie’s Warrior will win but wouldn’t want to play at the current odds. CZ 

Rocket should give a run for your money each way in a race that should be a great 

watch. 
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10.20pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Mile (1m, Turf) 

Key Trends (37 renewals to date) 
✓ 18 of last 19 winners had 4-6 seasonal starts  

✓ 16/19 winners since 2002 had 2+ mile turf wins  (exceptions, Euros Karakontie 2014, Expert 

Eye 2018, Order of Australia 2020) 

✓ Repeat winners common (Miesque, Lure, Da Hoss, Goldikova, Wise Dan) 

✓ 16 of the last 25 were US winners; 7 French-trained (UK/Ire 2 for 81 since 1995, Expert Eye in 

2018, Order of Australia 2020) 

✓ Only Goldikova (x3), Karakontie, Expert Eye, Order of Australia have stemmed US 

dominance since 2004 

✓ 9/11 3yo winners were Euros (4 fillies); 12/13 5yo+ winners were US (exception Goldikova 

#3) 

✓ Euro G1 win important, US any Graded win (Expert Eye, Order of Australia no G1 win) 

✓ 24 of the last 27 ran 123 last time, or finished within 4L of the winner (Order of Australia an 

exception) 

✓ Career record at 1m of BC Mile winners since 2002: Runs 141, 1st 81 (57%), 2nd 30 (21%) 

✓ Thus, the last 19 BC Mile winners had a collective 78% 1-2 record at the distance  

✓ No front runner has been 1st or 2nd since 2000 

 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

It would be a shock if Blowout did not lead early, and an even bigger surprise if that one was still 

in front at the jam stick. Smooth Like Strait is another who races on or near the front of the peloton, 

but every other entry should be able to find some sort of a desirable position based on their 

historical preferences. The pecking order may change dramatically in the final 330 yards. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Trends Contenders:  

In Love, Pearls Galore, Smooth Like Strait (if not leading!) 

Mile Form 

Master Of The Seas has looked regressive against his elders since a mid-season break, 

but was a nose second in the 2000 Guineas in May having won the Craven versus three-

year-olds. Usually held up. 

Smooth Like Strait was rousted to lead in the G2 City of Hope (Santa Anita, 1m) and 

stayed there until caught in the final 110 yards by Mo Forza (waited with in last, smooth 

headway from 3f out, finished best). Hit The Road closed well but didn’t quite get there, 

3rd beaten half a length. 

Earlier, in the G2 Del Mar Mile (course and distance), Smooth Like Strait tracked the 

leader, got first run in the stretch but was run down by Mo Forza (waited with, strong run 

in the lane). SLS also won G1 Shoemaker Mile (Santa Anita) where he made all and 

quickened clear. Hit The Road closed to win a length at the line, got some crowded in 

the straight. 

Space Blues was held up 7L off the lead in the G1 Foret (Longchamp, heavy), travelled 

beautifully into contention and quickened clear impressively when asked. Pearls Galore 

(2nd) was close up, led 2f out but was outrun. 

Previously, in the G2 City of York (7f, good, York), Space Blues was midfield before 

cruising to the front and driven out to maintain a clear advantage. In February, Space 

Blues won the Saudi Sprint (6f, good to firm) on a tight inner track: midfield travelling 

strongly, waited for a gap, quickened when asked, got up in time. 

Raging Bull was towards rear off even fractions before coming very wide into the lane 

and finishing best when 3rd in the G1 Woodbine Mile (good). Three back, in the G3 

Poker (Belmont, 1m, firm), Raging Bull stalked a very fast pace from midfield, went for a 

brave run up the inner, got tightened and lost a photo whilst closing. Earlier, in the G1 

Makers Mark Mile (firm, Keeneland), Raging Bull had rail trip in midfield off a fast 

tempo, moved to the lead at the top of the straight and comfortably held it to the line. 

Vin De Garde midfield on the rail, quickened well but outkicked to finish 2nd in the G1 

Dubai Turf (27th March, 1m1f, good). Only one run, a prep presumably, since. 

Mo Forza has won his last four, all G2’s, including two at Del Mar, over the past two 

years. Indeed, he’s won the same two races the past two years in light campaigns. Clear 

best local hope. 

In Love stalked from mid-division in the G1 Keeneland Turf Mile (good) before 

quickening nicely to win by daylight. Won his last three in progressive fashion.  

Mother Earth waited with in midfield, finished best of later runners but no match for all 

the way winner in G1 Sun Chariot (Newmarket, 1m, good). A quiet run in the G1 QEII 

since when making small late gains. Last year, in the BC Juvenile Fillies Turf, Mother 

Earth was slowly away before passing ten horses in the straight to finish second. 

Probably needs to start faster. 
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Blowout has led in her last ten races. Made all in the G1 First Lady (Keeneland, 1m, 

good) last time.  

Before that, in her only try against the boys in the G1 Fourstardave (1m, firm), she led to 

the furlong pole before fading to 4th. Got Stormy tracked in 3rd, got first run of the 

chasers and scored by daylight; Raging Bull (6th) and Casa Creed (3rd) were midfield, 

closed as part of a group of five in the straight but both flattened out. 

Got Stormy has mixed miling with sprinting, winning twice from three mile starts. Now 

six, this is a big ask. 

Pearls Galore tracked leaders in 4th in the G1 Matron (1m, Leopardstown), and closed to 

be a neck 2nd at the line; Mother Earth was 3rd: midfield early, she was stopped in her 

run by the winner and might have won with clear passage. 

Casa Creed has been beaten in his last seven mile starts, including when 12th of 14 in 

last year’s BC Mile. 

Ivar was 2L 4th in last year’s BC Mile and has raced just twice since. A closing 6th off slow 

fractions, beaten 2L, in the Turf Classic (1m1f, Churchill, firm) was followed by 2L 4th in 

the Keeneland Turf Mile where he flattened out having come to win. 

Real Appeal won the G2 Boomerang Mile (Leopardstown, good) last time, finishing well 

from midfield. She is first reserve and this would be a first try at G1 company. 

Mile Form Contenders 

A race where luck will be needed. Blowout will very likely lead, followed by Smooth Like 

Strait and perhaps, if she can get across, Pearls Galore. 

The class horse is Space Blues. A seven-furlong specialist, that was the key which finally 

ended Britain’s BC Mile hoodoo when Expert Eye scored in 2018. Whichever horse wins 

will need luck in running, and I liked the way Space Blues found an ‘out’ when boxed in 

on the tight inner loop at Saudi in February. He looked imperious in the Foret and 

deserves to be clear favourite. 

Best of the home team might be Paulo Lobo’s In Love. This ex-Argentinian gelding has 

improved dramatically in recent starts and comes here off a career best and first G1 

score: a feature of that victory was his late kick, though I’d have some reservations about 

a jockey who lacks big race experience. 

And perhaps the best each way play is Paddy Twomey’s Pearls Galore. She’ll need 

more luck than most from post 12 but generally races handily and finishes her races well. 

If she’s not trapped wide off the first turn, she’ll be a player. 
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11.00pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Distaff (1m1f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (37 renewals to date) 
✓ 29/37 won by 3 or 4yo's ('19 winner 6yo, '20 winner 5yo though missed entire 4yo season) 

✓ 17/37 won by 4yo's (including 10 of the last 19) 

✓ 36/37 finished top 3 or within 4L of winner last time out 

✓ 21 of the last 30 winners ran 6-8 times in the year ('19 winner 5 runs, '20 winner 3 runs) 

✓ 27/33 1m1f Distaff winners had won at the distance already 

✓ Layoff: 29/37 35 days or less ('20 winner off 64 days) 

✓ 26/33 1m1f Distaff winners had won a Grade 1 in same year 

✓ The favourite is 16/37 (43% SR) 

✓ 34/37 had recorded a Beyer of 100+ 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

A possible duel early between favoured Letruska and ‘roughie’ Horologist but, inside them, 

Private Mission has the sprint speed to head them both off. A less likely though possible front 

runner, too, is Shedaresthedevil. If your filly doesn’t properly stay nine furlongs, she won’t be 

winning the 2021 Distaff. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Letruska, Shedaresthedevil, As Time Goes By 

Distaff Form 

Private Mission, four from five lifetime, has progressed in three starts in 2021, most 

recently in the G2 Zenyatta. There she broke well but was headed and rated comfortably 

in second. Sent on around the home turn she put daylight into her field and maintained it 

to the wire. As Time Goes By tracked in 3rd, had every chance but could not close. 

Before that, Private Mission had won the G3 Torrey Pines (Del Mar, 1m) in a romp, again 

stalking before drawing away. Lightly raced, capable of more from good draw. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Royal Flag easily won the G2 Beldame last time (Belmont, 1m1f). Giving the leaders, 

notably Horologist, four lengths she easily sucked them back in and won by about the 

same margin.  

Earlier, Royal Flag was half a length 3rd to Letruska in the G1 Personal Ensign (1m1f, 

Saratoga) – Dunbar Road a neck back in 4th. Letruska was gunned for the lead and ran a 

very fast opening half mile, hanging on in the straight; Royal Flag (in the five path turning 

in) and especially Dunbar Road (six path turning in) closed off a favourable pace setup 

but couldn’t quite get past. As Time Goes By was close to the fast pace and folded 

tamely in the straight. 

Malathaat was midfield, made a move late in the back straight, led at top of the lane and 

held on relatively comfortably from an aggressively ridden Clairiere, who had tracked 

Malathaat throughout, in the G1 Alabama (1m2f, Saratoga). 

Previously, in the G1 CCA Oaks (1m1f, Saratoga), Malathaat made much but was just 

worn down by another having duelled for half a mile with Clairiere and turned her away 

a furlong out. Prior to this, Malathaat won a steadily run Kentucky Oaks (G1, 1m1f 

Churchill Downs) after a difficult start, making progress throughout the race to just 

prevail. Clairiere was a no excuses fourth. 

Blue Stripe tracked the leaders in 3rd through a 46.4 second half mile in the G1 

Criadores (Palermo, Argentina, 1m2f), took the lead at the top of the lane and just held 

two foes at the line. Four from four on dirt, trained quietly well locally and Frankie Dettori 

rides. 

Clairiere was waited with midfield in the G1 Cotillion (Parx, 1m ½f) quickening well off 

a slow tempo to score going away. 

Letruska made all in the G1 Spinster (1m1f, Keeneland); she set even and uncontested 

fractions to readily hold Dunbar Road who closed mildly late. 

Prior to her second in the Beldame, Horologist made all and bolted up in minor stakes 

company (1m1f, Saratoga).  

Shedaresthedevil made all at a steady even tempo and was always holding her main 

rival in spite of the narrow margin in a Churchill G3 last time (1m ½f). Before that, she’d 

stalked the leader in the G1 Clement Hirsch before leading on the home turn and going 

away (1m ½f, Saratoga); As Time Goes By was midfield before folding tamely.  

Three back, in the G1 Ogden Phipps (1m ½f, Belmont), she’d allowed Letruska an easy 

lead and was unable to close in the lane, eventually ceding second spot. 

Marche Lorraine is three-from-three on fast dirt in Japan, a winner of over $1.8m in 

prize money, and Oisin Murphy will ride. Cannot find any race videos. 

Last season in the Distaff, Dunbar Road closed into third off way-too-fast early sections. 
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Distaff Form Contenders 

A lot hinges on the pace scenario in this year’s Distaff. The two, perhaps three, ‘want the 

lead’ horses are drawn 6, 7 and 8 and are Letruska, Horologist and Shedaresthedevil 

respectively. That is also the order of their ability to trap and I don’t feel the last named is 

quick enough to contest the speed. Even when she’s led her fastest recent opening 

quarter is 23.58 whereas Horologist has a 23.36 and is inside ‘thedevil, while Letruska 

can go below 23 seconds if she needs/wants to and is inside both the other pair. 

But one who can lead or track and has sprint speed to see off the above trio is inside 

drawn Private Mission. Her combination of favourable post position, tactical speed and 

progressive profile is appealing against fillies and mares who are only marginally better 

so far and have had hard seasons and/or don’t get as positive a confluence of race 

factors. This will be her first time against G1 opposition, however. 

Letruska has been dominant in this division in 2021, but has little in hand on a number of 

her rivals in what will be her eighth races this term; and some of them have been 

bruising encounters, notably the Personal Ensign. 

The closers, Royal Flag and Dunbar Road, have had a few goes to get by Letruska and 

not yet done it; lower podium may again be their limit. 

I’m not really sold on Malathaat. She is very likely the pick of what seems an average 

bunch of Classic fillies, but Private Mission skipped the Classic trail as many end of 

season Baffert champs have done down the years (remember Arrogate?). The latter is 

probably a pretty solid match bet against the Shadwell runner. 

Given the older fillies and mares look beatable, with the possible exception of Letruska 

who has a strongly contested pace projection to overcome, I’m taking Private Mission 

to improve again from a perfect ‘stalk and pounce’ setup. 
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11.40pm GMT: Breeders’ Cup Turf (1m4f, Turf) 

Key Trends (37 renewals to date) 
✓ 25/26 winners to have raced at the distance had been at least 2nd (Found in 2015 the 

exception) 

✓ Layoff: US 35 days or less (19 winner off 3 months); Euro any 

✓ 37/37 aged 3-5yo; 6yo+ 0/56 

✓ Euro 3yo's 7; US 3yo's 2 (last one in 1989) 

✓ 29/37 won G1 that season (7/8 exceptions were Euro, & averaged 13/1). US *MUST* have won 

G1 same season 

✓ 12/23 Euro winners last ran in the Arc (not usually the 'obvious' one, though Enable doubled 

up in '18) 

✓ Arc winners are 1/7 in same season (Enable first horse to do the double) 

✓ 8 US winners ran in Joe Hirsch, six of them winning that key prep () 

✓ 24/27 since '94 had 3-8 starts - 3-5; 4 or 5-7; 6 to 8-12 (5 of last 9 had 6-8 seasonal runs, Enable 

won off just 2 runs in '18, Tarnawa off 3 in '20) 

✓ Every winner to have had at least two 1m4f runs won or was 100% ITM at the distance 

✓ Europe 16 1/2 US 5 1/2 since 1999 (2xUS winners trained Graham Motion, Englishman) 

 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Acclimate and Tribhuvan are expected to go to the front from good draws, and now 

Channel Maker gets a run, there should be plenty of early speed. That’s good news for 

the sea of closers in this field which will, like almost all of the turf races on the tight inner 

loop, make for some horror stories in transit. At least with three probable pace angles, 

two in adjacent stalls, there is a chance the field gets strung out allowing for slightly 

easier positional changes. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Rockemperor, Sisfahan, Gufo 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Turf Form 

Rockemperor caused an upset in the Joe Hirsch, a key BC Turf trial for US contenders. 

Waited with at the rear, he was short of room up the inner before making his move wide 

and clearing away in the straight. Gufo made an earlier wide bid from last but tired in 

the lane. Japan ran a flat race, not quickening or finishing. 

Previously, in the Sword Dancer (G1, 1m4f), Gufo came from last to first, just holding the 

unlucky in running Japan (caught behind horses a furlong and a half out). Rockemperor, 

ridden closer to a more testing early pace (set in part by Tribhuvan), faded and was not 

a factor. 

Rockemperor had previously closed to within a length from six back at the third call 

over a furlong shorter in the G2 Bowling Green.  

United was a close second in the BC Turf of 2019 but no factor in the race last year. Won 

his most recent 1m4f start, in G3 company, and was beaten by slow early pace over a 

furlong shorter at this track two back. Won last time in the 1m2f John Henry where he 

closed from far back off fast fractions (a favourable setup on the day). Has three wins and 

two seconds from six starts at Del Mar. 

Domestic Spending has yet to race this far, but is six from eight lifetime. Winner of the 

G1 Manhattan (1m2f) two back – Gufo closing late from last (beaten a diminishing 4L), 

Rockemperor caught in traffic also finished off fairly well over a trip too short – he made 

a nice mid race move to close down and pass those in front but didn’t hit the line strong. 

Last time, over the same trip, the field was schooled by a wire winner who set super slow 

fractions; Domestic Spending closed to within a neck without ever threatening to go 

past. 

Astronaut won the Del Mar Handicap (1m3f here) last time in a finish where eight horses 

were separated by 3L. He got the best trip, aside from pace setting Acclimate who held 

on for 3rd, with United very unlucky in 4th, beaten just ¾L.  

Tribhuvan usually leads but could not last time in the Sword Dancer where he was only 

5th of 7. Prior to that he’d made all from stall 10 of 10 in the G1 United Nations (1m3f, 

Monmouth Park); it was a weak affair with clear 2nd fav failing to fire. 

Acclimate has led in 11 of his last 12 starts and all of his last seven. That sequence 

includes the 2019 BC Turf where he finished 9th of 12. Doesn’t look good enough. 

Walton Street is seven, two years older than the oldest BC Turf winners, but he still 

recorded one of the best north American speed figures when winning the Canadian 

International at Woodbine in mid-September. The pace was metronomic, almost all 

quarters in 25 seconds, with Frankie sitting closest to the hare. 

Prior to that, Walton Street had chased home Alpinista and Torquator Tasso in a German 

G1. That form looked unexceptional at the time but, given that Alpinista followed up in 

another G1 and TT won the Arc, maybe it’s stronger form than first met the eye! 
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Broome was whacked in the Arc, beaten in the Foy, and whacked in the King George, 

but he did win the G1 GP de Saint-Cloud. In fairness, he’s been pace making in some of 

those races, and led all the way in the French G1. Still, he’d be a shock winner for me. 

Sisfahan, a son of Isfahan (duh!), won the G1 German Derby and was second to 

Torquator Tasso in another German G1, and 3rd to Alpinista in a third German G1. His 

trainer says he wants fast ground and a good pace to run at: he will get both. 

Yibir won a weak but valuable stakes race at Belmont last time, closing from five lengths 

back against unexceptional three-year-old opposition. Before that, he’d won the Great 

Voltigeur (1m4f G2, York) and the Bahrain Trophy (1m5f G3, Newmarket), demonstrating 

an abundance of stamina. This could be more of a speed test than he’s designed for. 

Teona was always handy in the G1 Prix Vermeille in mid-September and accelerated 

away from her field to win clearly, a virtual carbon copy of her Listed score the time 

before from Desert Encounter (2nd in the Canadian to Walton Street). She has been 

rested since. Fast ground looks ideal for her. 

Tarnawa is the defending champion and was last seen running a close 2nd in the Arc 

(1m4f, heavy). Prior to that she was 2nd in the Irish Champion (1m2f, good), and on both 

occasions she was arguably unlucky, though for different reasons. She is a hold up mare, 

along with many others with that run style in this field, so it is not inconceivable she’ll 

aggregate a most unwelcome hat-trick. 

Japan has been beaten in his last nine attempts at Group 1 company stretching back to 

August 2019. He was denied a run at a crucial point in the Sword Dancer, which he’d 

probably have otherwise won, but that form is below what is required here in any case.  

Turf Form Contenders 

Regular readers will know this race to be my Achilles heel. That is, if I kept my wallet at 

the back of my foot… 

Happily for me, where I normally have a pretty strong opinion in the race, this year I 

haven’t a clue! The combination of a tough draw and a very hard race last time means I 

want to field against Tarnawa at sub-2/1, and I’m not sold on the stamina of Domestic 

Spending (by Kingman), now a non-runner. Nor do I love Yibir’s profile though he’s a 

strong stayer. 

I think Teona looks highly credible, rested ahead of this and progressive: a G1 winner 

last time at the trip and on fast ground. It will be a challenge for David Egan to get her a 

prominent yet ground-saving trip from stall 12, however. 

Walton Street is too old according to the stats, though his last two runs are credible 

enough. And I suspect Sisfahan won’t be quite good enough (though, as syndicator of 

the only filly by Isfahan currently in UK, I hope he is!). His trainer maintains he’s not had 

his setup since the Deutsches Derby, and that he will get that here. 

That brings us to the second string US horses, Rock Emperor and Gufo. I can see either 

or both running pretty well but perhaps only good enough for ‘underneath’ spots on the 
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superfecta. And, if I’m going to play here, I’m just going to go mad and back a massive 

longshot for tiny money.  

He is United. He is too old, not good enough and has zero scope for improvement. Apart 

from that, every chance! In fact, this is his home patch and he almost always runs his race. 

He, like loads more, will need to be lucky as well as good. His rider, Johnny Velazquez, 

knows these pistes better than any man alive. I’m sure United will be bigger than 33/1 on 

the day and perhaps with more than three places, so I’m sitting tight for now. [He is also 

now a non-runner] 

Teona is the most obvious win play, and a bit of value probably at 8/1 in a hellish 

headscratcher of a betting race. 
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12.40am GMT: Breeders’ Cup Classic (1m2f, Dirt) 

Key Trends (37 renewals so far) 
✓ All of the last 20 Classic winners had 3-8 runs that season 

✓ 36/37 ran 1-2-3 LTO (22 x 1st; 9 x 2nd; 5 x 3rd) 

✓ 33/37 won a G1 that season 

✓ 37/37 aged 3-5 (6yo+ 0/33) – 3yo 12 wins; 4yo 15 wins; 5yo 9 wins. (Tom's D'Etat 7/2, aged 7 

in 2020, finished 2nd last) 

✓ 21 of last 32 posted stamina (6f+) workout since last run 

✓ 10/11 40+ day layoffs posted Bullet AND/OR Stamina works since last run 

✓ 10/13 3yo winners ran in at least one Triple Crown race (1 exception was a Euro) 

✓ 21 of the last 25 posted 100+ Beyer last time but below previous best ('19 winner, 106, new 

Beyer top; '20 winner, 105, equalled his top Beyer) 

✓ Where no distance form, check breeding for stamina credentials 

How the runners fit 

 

Pace: 

Knicks Go has to prove he stays a mile and a quarter and he has to do it while facing a stern 

challenge for the early lead from Medina Spirit, and possibly Art Collector and/or Hot Rod 

Charlie. He’ll be the real deal if he can see them all off and the see the trip out; I am yet to be 

convinced. This will be fast early and attritional late though I still wouldn’t necessarily want to be 

against the expect trailblazing quartet. 

Key Trials: 

See https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/ for race videos 

Trends Contenders:  

Essential Quality, Hot Rod Charlie, Medina Spirit 

Classic Form 

Tripoli settled well close to the lead in the Pacific Classic (course and distance G1). 

Speed figure was good off an even tempo. Express Train got a small bump early and 

never figured. 

Previously, in the San Diego Handicap (Del Mar, 1m ½f G2), Express Train contested 

the lead and hung on from the wide drawn and late finishing Tripoli. The latter would 

otherwise be unbeaten in two at the track. 

https://www.geegeez.co.uk/breeders-cup-2021-video-form-guide/
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Most recently, in the G1 Awesome Again (Santa Anita, 1m1f), Tripoli (drawn wide again) 

trailed fourth to Medina Spirit, who won the early speed contest and set comfortable 

fractions thereafter. Stilleto Boy, always well placed, ran a career best on first try against 

elders. Express Train was a no excuses third.  

The three-year-old challenge exited the Kentucky Derby (1m2f, G1), with Medina Spirit 

making just about all from stall eight to repel Hot Rod Charlie – pretty much perfect trip – 

in third and Essential Quality, who had the worst of the trip all the way round from stall 

14, a length and a half fourth. 

The Preakness a fortnight later may have come too soon for Medina Spirit (3rd), who had 

had seven races between mid-December and mid-May. Freshened since, he made all in 

a mile Listed race at Del Mar before again making all in the Awesome Again. 

Since the Ky Derby, Hot Rod Charlie ran a mighty race in the 1m4f Belmont Stakes, 

contesting the lead for a mile before cooking his pace rival, and then hanging on to the 

more patiently ridden Essential Quality before that one took a length from him in the 

final sixteenth. 

Hot Rod Charlie then finished first past the post in the Haskell, though was DQ’d, 

stalking the pace before coming three wide into the straight and then lugging in; and in 

the Pennsylvania Derby, recording a big speed figure in the process. There, he 

struggled with the final turn, making for two successive races where he’s been hard to 

steer. 

Essential Quality, eight from nine lifetime, suffered his only defeat from that car park 

draw in the Kentucky Derby, and even then only just. He won the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile 

last year, the Belmont Stakes on the Triple Crown trail, and most recently scored in the 

Travers (G1, 1m2f). There he stalked the leader and was always doing enough under 

little more than a hand ride. Rested since late August, he’s posted both a stamina work 

and a bullet workout recently. 

Knicks Go won the Dirt Mile last year and has yet to race over this far. He burned off 

early speed challenges within a quarter mile in his last two starts, finishing as though he 

may get the extra furlong of the Classic. Was previously beaten in both the Saudi Cup 

and Met Mile, showing speed before flattening out on both occasions. 

Art Collector is three-from-three since changing to Bill Mott. After an all the way win in a 

minor stakes, he stalked and drew away in the straight in the Charles Town Classic (G2, 

1m1f). Most recently, he was untroubled on the lead in the G1 Woodward (Belmont, 

1m1f), setting metronomic 24 second quarters and recorded a commensurately solid 

speed figure. 

Max Player won the G2 Suburban Handicap (1m2f, Belmont, sloppy track), tracking the 

pace and gamely repelling rivals in the straight. Last time, he was a close second before 

pulling away in the G1 Jockey Club Gold Cup (1m2f, Saratoga). 
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Classic Form Contenders 

A terrific race in prospect. Knicks Go and Medina Spirit both seem to only know one way 

to race: from the front. Something has to give, therefore, and if they do lock up in a duel it 

could test Knicks Go’s unproven stamina. Stalls five and eight are not ideal to race to the 

lead, especially with potential pace player Hot Rod Charlie drawn in three, and with Art 

Collector between the two one-dimensional pace runners. 

In other words, this looks likely to be fast early and an endurance test late. That brings in 

Hot Rod Charlie if he stalks rather than contests the opening furlongs, and to a lesser 

degree Art Collector and Max Player. 

The speed of the field may be Knicks Go but I suspect the class is Essential Quality, 

who seems more tractable in terms of run style and who just always seems to win. Stall 

four gives jockey Luis Saez options and he is cast iron for the frame. 

A week ago the market for this race was overbroke with value everywhere. 

Unsurprisingly, it is much tighter now. Knicks Go is drifting, most likely for reasons 

expressed above; and Essential Quality is tightening, ditto. 

Hot Rod Charlie was 10/1 but is now half those odds. That’s because he has a really 

solid each way chance. He stays well, has a plum draw and arrives off a career best. 

But… he’s looked a bit difficult to steer in his last two races, something which is not ideal 

in a contest of this depth. 

There are no obvious ricks – shock, horror – but one who is a strong stayer and might be 

a touch of each way value is Max Player. He’s been sparingly campaigned this season 

but comes here off the back of a Grade 1 score at the distance. The widest draw is a 

hindrance: for all that he’s not expected to engage with the front of the race early, he will 

still have to chart a passage through horses.  


